Abstract: This article aims to reconsider some restrictions on the distribution of of the arbitrary si/se in Romance. The main theoretical tenet of the work is that the observed cross-linguistic variation results from a set of micro-parameters ruling the merging site of si/se and the agree relations occurring between si/se and probing elements such as v and T. In particular, the proposed model aims to account for languages allowing si/se to occur with unaccusative verbs, but not with passive, copular constructions, and with accusative clitics.
Introduction
This article deals with the cross-linguistic distribution of the arbitrary si/se (henceforth s arb ) in Romance. S arb constructions are sentences featuring an implicit argument with an arbitrary interpretation, i.e. an argument denoting a set of individuals that possibly contains the speaker. 1 The null argument usually corresponds to the external argument (EA) of transitive and unergative verbs and, to a lesser extent, the internal argument (IA) of unaccusatives.
According to descriptive grammars and previous studies (but there is no consensus on the terminology, see fn. 3), s arb constructions come in three types:
i. the impersonal construction stricto sensu, with intransitive verbs or transitives with an accusative complement, cf.
(1). The finite verb is always third person singular, while the past participle of unaccusative verbs agrees with the IA, cf. (1) iii. the middle construction, in which a transitive verb without specific time reference agrees with the IA, cf. (3). Middles differ from passive-like constructions as the former have a property reading, whereas the latter have an event reading; Middles will not be addressed in the present study.
(1) a. Si è partiti presto (impersonal stricto sensu) s = is left.PL early 'We left early' b. Si dorme s = sleeps 'one sleeps' c. Lo si mangia it = s = eats 'one eats it'
2 Some scholars -Cennamo 1993 -Cennamo , 1995 -Cennamo , 1997 Parry 1998 among others-use the term passive to refer to s arb constructions having the subject in preverbal position. However, as Raposo and Uriagereka 1996 pointed out, the subject of passive-like constructions is arguably in A' position (see also Pescarini forth.). On terminological issues, see also D'Alessandro 2007: 39. 3 According to D'Alessandro 2007: 55ff, the agreeing variant denotes accomplishment predicates, while the nonagreeing variant denotes activity predicates. In what follows I will concentrate on the former, disregarding the latter, which is accepted by a subset of speakers. It is worth noting that lack of number agreement with third person postverbal subjects is found in several areas of Italy (e.g. central Italy, Tuscany; see Brandi and Cordin 1989 , Saccon 1993 , Cardinaletti 1997 ; for an overview, see D'Alessandro and Pescarini 2016) . In these areas, the default 3sg agreement of s arb constructions is no exception, as it arguably follows from orthogonal syntactic properties.
(2) a. Questa sera si leggono due libri.
(passive-like) This evening s = read two books 'This evening we will read two books' b.
% Questa sera si legge due libri. This evening s = reads two books 'This evening we will read two books' (3) Quel libro si legge facilmente.
(middle) That book s = reads easily 'That book is easy to read' S arb constructions are arguably related to other se/si constructions, e.g. anticausative, reflexive, reciprocal, etc., as all involve some pattern of valence reduction (Comrie 1985; Bentley 2006 ; in the generative framework: Kayne 1986 , Manzini 1986 ). However, whether a single formal mechanism can account for the multifaceted behaviour of si/se across the Romance languages is still an open question. I therefore confine the following discussion to constructions in which si/se gives rise to an arbitrary interpretation, leaving the others to future research.
Building on previous accounts (in particular, Cinque 1988 and Roberts 2010) , this article aims to reconsider some restrictions on the distribution of s arb . The main theoretical tenet of the work is that the observed crosslinguistic variation results from a set of micro-parameters ruling the merging site of s arb and the agree relations occurring between s arb and probing elements such as v and T (Roberts 2010) . In particular, I argue that the distribution of s arb can be accounted for by refining the analysis put forth by Roberts (2010) . On the basis of data from north-western Italian dialects (Parry 1998 ), the proposed model aims to account for languages allowing s arb to occur with unaccusative verbs, but not with passive, copular constructions, and with accusative clitics.
The present article supports the so-called microparametric approach to the study of linguistic variation. As Kayne (1996: xiii) pointed out, "the technique of examining a large number of very closely related languages promises to provide a broad understanding of parameters at their finest-grained (microparameters)." Departing slightly from Kayne's approach, I assume that microparametric settings are clustered and that "aggregate settings are favoured by markedness considerations" (Roberts and Holmberg 2010: 39) . In particular, the following analysis builds on a constraint-based model of markedness in the spirit of Calabrese (1995 Calabrese ( , 2005 .
The structure of the article is as follows: Section 2 introduces some typological divisions among the Romance languages regarding the distribution of s arb in unaccusative sentences; section 3 discusses previous accounts of the aforementioned restrictions (Cinque 1988; Dobrovie Sorin 1998 Roberts 2010) ; Section 4 deals with the co-occurrence of s arb and object clitics; Section 5 focuses on the syntax of s arb in passive and predicative constructions.
Unaccusatives
In several Romance languages, s arb cannot occur in (certain) unaccusative environments or with accusative clitics. As summarised in Table (4) , old Italian-namely, thirteenth century Florentine-does not show attestations of s arb occurring in passive and copular constructions, while the occurrence with unaccusative verbs is rather rare and, according to Salvi (2008a Salvi ( , 2008b , is unattested in the earliest documents; Romanian and north-western Italian dialects (NWIDs) allow s arb to occur with unaccusative verbs, but not in passive and copular constructions and with accusative clitics (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998; Parry 1998), although first and second person object clitics combine with s arb more readily than third person clitics (Mendikoetxea and Battye 1990 on Genovese (Ligurian)); Italian and Spanish exhibit no restriction on unaccusatives, passives, predicative constructions in untensed environments, but Spanish differs from Italian as the impersonal s arb cannot co-occur freely with all kinds of object clitics (Mendikoetxea 2008; Ordoñez and Treviño 2016) . In the following subsections I report the data illustrating the restrictions introduced so far. (4) old It. Ro., NWIDs Sp. It. 
Unaccusative verbs

Old Italian
Old Italian-namely, thirteenth century Florentine-does not show attestations of s arb occurring in passive and copular constructions, while the occurrence with unaccusative verbs is rather rare (Salvi 2008a (Salvi , 2008b (Salvi , 2010 . Many occurrences of s arb with unaccusative verbs (in particular with verbs of motion) are in fact instances of s-unaccusative verbs akin to those found in modern Spanish (Cuervo 2014 
Romanian
In Romanian, s arb is not allowed in passive or copular sentences-cf. (6) and (7) respectively-and in combination with accusative clitics, see (8) Parry (1995 Parry ( , 1998 notes that NWIDs such as Piedmontese and Ligurian exhibit a pattern akin to the one of Romanian: s arb cannot occur in passive or copular sentences. Examples like (10) are in fact "judged to be calques on Italian usage" (Parry 1998: 91) . Notice that (10) contains two instances of as: the former occurs in a copular construction, the latter in a passive one. 
Modern Italian
In modern Italian, the ban on s arb with unaccusative verbs only holds true of non-finite tenses, see (15) (Cinque 1988) . It is worth recalling that the occurrence of s arb is allowed only in those untensed environments licensing a nominative subject such as the aux-to-comp constructions below. In the same context, s arb cannot co-occur with an accusative clitic, as shown in (16)c: (15) a. Essendosi mangiato male, siamo ripartiti Being = s eaten badly, we.are left subito.
(Italian: transitive) immediately. 'As we had eaten badly, we left immediately' b. Essendosi dormito male, siamo ripartiti Being = s slept badly, we.are left subito.
(Italian: unergative) immediately. 'As we had slept badly, we left immediately' c. *Essendo-si arrivati tardi, siamo ripartiti Being = s arrived late, we.are left subito.
(Italian: unaccusative) immediately. 'As we had arrived late, we left immediately' (16) a. Avendo = la mangiata tutta, sono uscito a comprare ancora Having = it.F eaten all, I.have gone.out to buy again pasta. pasta. 'As I had eaten all of it, I went out to buy more pasta' b. Essendo = si mangiata tutta la Being = s eaten all the torta, sono uscito a comprare ancora pasta. cake, … 'As we/one had eaten all the cake, I went out to buy more pasta' c. *Essendo-la-si mangiata tutta, sono uscito a comprare ancora pasta. Being = it.F = s eaten all, … 'As we/one have eaten all of it, I went out to buy more pasta' For the sake of clarity, I repeat below the Dobrovie-Sorin (1998 and Salvi (2008a Salvi ( , 2008b Under the above analysis, the grammaticality of s arb with unergative verbs is accounted for by assuming that unergatives are a particular kind of transitive verbs with a null cognate object.
As for verbs such as arrive/leave/die (which in Romanian can occur with s arb ), Dobrovie-Sorin claims that their status is controversial. Since Romanian does not display any clear diagnostic to distinguish unaccusative from unergative verbs, she concludes that in Romanian the unergative/unaccusative divide is "not grammatically encoded " (2006: 140) .
In what follows I argue that Dobrovie-Sorin's analysis must be discarded in the light of data from NWIDs-see Section 2.3-in which s arb can co-occur with unaccusative verbs whose unaccusative status can be confirmed by means of the usual tests (auxiliary selection, ne cliticisation, etc.). Since in these languages the unergative/unaccusative divide is grammatically encoded and s arb does occur with lexical unaccusatives, an analysis à la Dobrovie-Sorin is not viable anymore.
Alternatively On the basis of (19), however, we expect s arb to be ungrammatical with all unaccusative predicates, while we have seen in the previous section that in some languages such as NWIDs (and, arguably, in Romanian) unaccusative verbs can combine with s arb , while passives and copular constructions cannot. This must lead to a reformulation of the model in (19) in order to capture the distinction between old Italian, in which s arb never combines with unaccusatives, and Romanian/NWIDs, in which the restriction holds for passive and copular sentences.
Roberts ( Notice that (24)c does not exclude (24)a: both are in fact allowed, giving rise to the alternation between the passive-like and the impersonal stricto sensu construction illustrated in (1) vs (2).
Hierarchies like (24) are expected to predict/account for the direction of linguistic change and the order of acquisition. I am assuming here a constraintbased model of acquisition in which each parametric option acts as a filter (see Calabrese 1995 Calabrese , 2005 . The set of parameters is ultimately viewed as a markedness system constraining linguistic acquisition and change. In origin, all filters are active (meaning that all the corresponding configuration are judged illicit) and are successively deactivated on the basis of Primary Linguistic Data. If no s arb construction occurs in the PLD, then the baby will acquire no arbitrary construction. Conversely, if a given filter is deactivated, then all lower-ranked parametric options will become grammatical. For instance, if PLD contain instances of s arb in passive clauses (as in modern Italian), then all filters will be deactivated; conversely, if PLD lack cases of s arb in unaccusative environments, then only the lowest filter will be activated, as in early Italian.
Although the ranking of above conditions may seem rather ad hoc, the hierarchy in (24) may follow from a general markedness principle such as (25): (25) Agreement within a derived minimal head takes precedence over other agreement relations.
6 Given (25), the most likely agreement configuration is the one in which s arb agrees with v*, cf. (24)a. By contrast, the most marked condition is the one in which s arb does not agree with v*, even if the latter is an active probe, cf. (24) In what follows I will capitalise on (24) in order to provide a better account of two main open issues: the various restrictions on the distribution of accusative clitics (Section 4) and the restriction on passives (and copular constructions) holding in languages that allow s arb to occur with unaccusative verbs, e.g. NWIDs (Section 5).
Direct objects
Accusative clitics are sometimes banned in s arb constructions. In general, the restriction targets third person clitics, while first and second person clitics are free to occur with s arb :
(26) a. Finalmente me/te se vedde (Genovese) At last me/you = s = sees 'At last, one sees me' b. *I se leza them = s = reads 'one reads them' Analogously, in Spanish, first or second person clitics can freely combine with s arb , see (27)a, while several restrictions, subject to a certain degree of crosslinguistic variation, target third person clitics: feminine pronouns (la, las) are allowed if the cliticised argument is marked by DOM, see (27)b; the latter condition holds for masculine objects as well, but in this case the accusative clitic lo/los is replaced by le/les even in dialects that do not exhibit leísmo, see (27) 6 Regarding the general topic of the direction of agreement, Roberts's theory entails that agreement within a derived minimal head is licit even if, strictly speaking, the probe does not c-command the goal (this is particularly true for s arb , which, according to Roberts 2010: 120, is first-merged with v* and therefore never occurs in v*'s c-command domain).
(27) a. Se me/te llama (Spanish) s = me/you = calls 'One calls me/you' b. *(A) las niñas, se las ha visto contentas To the girls s = them.F = has seen happy 'one has seen the girls happy' c. A los niños, se les /*los veía felices. To the kids, s = to.them = /*them = saw happy 'one saw them (the kids) happy'
The above data will be accounted for in the following three subsections, after a brief digression on the agreement pattern of s arb constructions (Section 4.1): Section 4.2 focuses on the asymmetry between first/second person and third person clitics, while Section 4.3 deals with objects with DOM.
Agreement restrictions
The agreement pattern of s arb constructions is peculiar under two main respects. First, the IA cannot occur in the passive-like construction when first or second person, cf. (28) If we assume, on the basis of (29) To account for the agreement mismatch illustrated in (29) The hypothesis that participles show semantic agreement more readily than inflected verbs is supported by another agreement mismatch, which can be observed with courtesy forms: in Italian, when an honorific second person plural form is used to refer to the addressee, the past participle is singular (even if the courtesy form is an object clitic as in (31) However, even assuming that the inflection of the past participle in (29) and (31) results from semantic rather than syntactic agreement, then why does not the auxiliary in (29) However, the same analysis holds once it is assumed that third person is represented by means of an underspecified Person feature, i.e. [Person: ___], as proposed above and, among many others, by D'Alessandro and Roberts (2010: 54 and fn. 8) .
The analysis of (33) is then as follows: s arb , which has the features [iPers: arb; iNum: __], is merged in v* and values v*'s features (à la Roberts 2010). In the light of (34), Roberts's 2010 analysis can be refined. In fact, (34) shows that s arb always values T, while the parametric distinctions we are dealing with depend on whether s arb must/can/cannot value v/v*. 
First and second person clitics
Applied objects
Besides first or second person clitics, Spanish allow third person clitics to occur in a s arb construction if the cliticised argument is marked by DOM, see (37) (Mendikoetxea 2008; Ordoñez and Treviño 2016): (37) a. *(A) las niñas, se las ha visto contentas To the girls s = them.F = has seen happy 'one has seen the girls happy' b. A los niños, les/*los veía felices. To the kids, to.them = /*them = saw happy 'I saw them (the kids) happy' Ordoñez and Treviño 2016 argue that DOM objects are licensed by an applicative head, see (38) . This amounts to saying that sentences featuring DOM do not have the structure of plain transitive clauses as v* does not Caselicense the IA anymore.
This yields the contrast between applied objects, which can co-occur with s arb , and plain objects, which cannot: (39) This extra condition can be eventually added to the parametric hierarchy introduced so far, which reads as follows: (41 The above condition will be discussed in greater detail in the following section.
Passives and copular constructions
As previously mentioned, in several, but not all, Romance languages, s arb can occur in passive clauses. When this happens, s arb must bear internal θ-role and, consequently, cannot co-occur with an IA:
(42) a. Si è stati visti (Italian) s = is been seen 'we have been seen' b. *Si è stata mangiata la mela s = is been eaten the apple 'The apple has been eaten'
To account for the argument structure in (42) and the ungrammaticality of s arb passives in certain languages, I depart from analyses in which passives are derived by merging V with a defective v and assume that passivisation is due to a syntactic operation merging a transitive v* with a Voice head (Collins 2005 , reminiscent of Chomsky 1957 . Then, Voice Case-license the EA, while the caseless IA is smuggled to T via spec VoiceP.
What is crucial in Collins's analysis is that, to merge with Voice, v* must assign external θ-role to its spec, although it cannot check Accusative anymore. In Collins's words: "Suppose X (v or P) has a Case-checking feature [uF] , then it is possible for [uF] to be dissociated from X, and for [uF] In the light of the above analysis, the data in (42) follow straightforwardly from Roberts's analysis: if s arb bore external θ-role, it would prevent v* from projecting its spec and, consequently, from merging with Voice. In fact, to undergo passivisation, v* must assign external θ-role to its spec, which is eventually Case-licensed by Voice, see (43) . For this reason, s arb can occur in passives if and only if it bears internal θ-role, as in (42)a.
Furthermore, an analysis à la Collins may explain why in certain languages such as Romanian and NWIDs s arb can occur with unaccusative verbs, but not with passives. If both had the same structure, the asymmetry would remain unaccounted for. Conversely, by assuming (43)-(44), one can argue that in Romanian and NWIDs s arb can be merged with unaccusative v, but cannot occur in structures featuring a passive v*.
In particular, my hypothesis is that the restriction observed in Romanianlike languages follows from the same condition introduced in the previous section and repeated in (45). Recall that, in the case of passives, v* cannot check Accusative as its Case feature is "added to the numeration as part of the functional head VoiceP" (Collins 2005 (46) a. En esta escuela se castiga a los alumnos.
(Spanish) in this school s = punishes DOMstudents In this school they punish the students.' b.*In şcoala asta se pedepsesţe pe elevi.
(Romanian) in school this s = punishes DOM students 'In this school they punish the students.' Furthermore, I argue that the condition in (45)c accounts for the (un)grammaticality of s arb in predicative constructions such as (47). I claim that the copula is a peculiar v* head that, despite assigning external θ-role, does not normally license accusative arguments (but see Lohndal 2006 on the distinction between nominative-nominative and nominative-accusative copula constructions in Norwegian). In fact, the copula never takes as its complement a fullyfledged argument, but only an AP or a Predicative Determiner Phrase (PDP; Zamparelli 2000), i.e. a property-denoting element that does not require Caselicensing, see (48) (49) a. Le guerre sono la causa delle migrazioni
The wars are the cause of.the migrations 'Wars are the cause of migrations' b. la causa delle migrazioni *è/sono le guerre
The cause of.the migrations is/are the wars The cause of migrations is wars To summarise, in this section I have argued that passive and predicative constructions do not feature a defective v, but a v* head that, although assigning external θ-role, does not Case-license. In this respect, these constructions depart from either unaccusative structures, where no external θ-role is assigned, or transitive/unergative structures, where the internal argument (if any) can be Case-licensed by agreeing with v*.
Conclusion
This article has addressed a series of restrictions on the distribution of s arb , which is summarised in the following Building on Roberts 2010, I argued that the above cross-linguistic distribution results from the parametric hierarchy in (51) (recall that lower options entail higher ones). All languages with impersonal s arb constructions allow (51)a: s arb occur with unergative and transitive verbs bearing external θ role; with transitives, since s arb values v*, the IA must value T yielding the so called passive-like construction. Besides (51)a, languages such as Romanian and north-western Italian dialects allow the configurations in (51)b: s arb is allowed with unaccusatives, but cannot occur in passives and with accusative objects as, with v*, the only possible agreement pattern remains (51)a. Languages like Spanish allow (51)a-c, thus exhibiting s arb with passives and DOM objects. Lastly, languages such as Italian allow all the parametric options in (51)a-d, meaning that s arb can occur in all tensed environments, including accusative clauses featuring fully fledged accusative objects (clitic or not). As previously mentioned, the ranking between the above conditions follows from a general principle such as (52):
(52) Agreement within a derived minimal head takes precedence over other agreement relations.
Given (52), the most likely agreement configuration is the one in which s arb agrees with v*, cf. (51) 
